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Generative growth
L?system (Grubert)
Architectural space created
with a generative
L?system (Hansmeyer)
Form Finding surface
aggregate system(Menges)
Generative growth using
Cellular Automata (Agents)
In recent years architects have developed and employed parametric design strategies
to both improve their production and simplify the creation of complex forms.
Parametricism refers to the design of the interrelations between pieces and the set of
rules and variables that define their connections to each other. Though these
parametric strategies have improved the speed of the design process and the overall
sustainability of the built environment, they are not being used to their full extent in
the design process. In contrast aggregate systems are completely manifested in the
design process as they relate to the internal and external efficiencies of each piece of
the system. Webster's dictionary defines aggregate as "formed by the collection of units
or particles into a body, mass or amount."(Aggregate) The combination of these two
concepts creates a parametric aggregate system in which it is possible to grow a
building through generative algorithms comprised of aggregates.
The proposed building??'units' or 'particles' used in aggregate systems already exist on
one level. Bricks, cargo container structures and Structurally Insulated Panels (SIPs)
already act as parts which assembled together create a whole that is more than the
sum of its parts. There are a myriad architectural??possibilities that exist in the
exploration of combining both volumetric and material aggregates. One promising
advance is in the possibilities provided with mass customization through Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and the existing relationships and material efficiencies
between pieces. The next stage in aggregate design is to bring together a parametric
total building system able to respond to environmental and social input/stresses
through aggregate relations within the building. Each change in input yielding a different
result.
Using local redundancies within the aggregate system increases the overall adaptability
of the building. There are three fundamental types of redundancies: 1) Using the same
element to perform multiple roles, or in multiple systems, 2) Duplication without a
specific intent or reason, and 3) Strategically built in excess capacity. It is this third type
of redundancy that is worth investigation. Michael Weinstock explains that "biology has
evolved redundancy as a deep strategy within hierarchical arrangements of cells and
tissues producing sufficient excess capacity for adaptation to environmental
stress."(WeinStock) This redundant efficiency found in biology is particularly applicable
to an aggregate building system. Whereas the traditional??concept of building efficiency
looks at each component(system) of the building individually and tries to make each one
as efficient as possible before compiling them together, redundant efficiency looks at the
relations between the components or? aggregates, and creates the redundancies
necessary to absorb stresses and environmental change.?
Urban environments are an example of a social aggregate system in which the action of
one component has a local influence over those it has direct contact with. Over time
the collection of these local interactions is able to shape the form of the entire urban
social environment. Within this system the mixed use development is a physical
example of how these aggregates relate to? and interact with each other. Therefore, a
mixed use structure allows most design flexibility in exploring the extents of both
aggregate systems and redundancy as design strategies. Though these design strategies
could be replicated to create a prototype for a variety of equally successful urban
structures, this thesis will focus on a design strategy for a single building in an urban
environment.?
Initial Idea                  01.23.2010
Project Proposal
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Problem
“Within contemporary architectural design, a signifi cant
shiŌ  in emphasis can be detected - a move away from an
architecture based on purely visual concerns towards and 
architecture jusƟ fi ed by its performance.” (Digital Mor-
phogenesis) In a world of scarcity, economy and effi  ciency 
become key decision makers. It is the role of architects 
to recognize this shiŌ  in the demands of society and 
respond with newer, beƩ er integrated design pracƟ ces 
focused on reducing waste and life-cycle cost of buildings.
In recent years architects have developed and employed
parametric design strategies to both improve their
producƟ on and simplify the creaƟ on of complex forms. 
Though these new strategies have improved design speed 
and the sustainability of the built environment, a gap sƟ ll
exists between what our growing society wants and what 
current design pracƟ ces provide.
Idea
The primary focus of this thesis will be on a morphoge-
neƟ c design process, combining structural and surface 
systems, resulƟ ng in the creaƟ on of a buildable project.
As this is an experimental design method, much of my
Ɵ me will be invested in research geared primarily towards
the creaƟ on of a single design. The resultant building will 
prove the benefi t of this type of design process through
its use of local redundancies for effi  cient adaptaƟ on.
 I will use an ag-
gregate building
system based 
on the growth 
of diff erenƟ -
ated systems
in which indi-
vidual units
vary slightly 
in their role 
and physical
characterisƟ cs
depending on 
local infl uences
within the 
environment.
“Thus the un-
derstanding [of 
the aggregate
building system 
] extends beyond the visible eff ect towards the ther-
modynamic, acousƟ c and luminous modulaƟ on of the
natural and built environment. As these modulaƟ ons
can now be anƟ cipated as actual behaviour rather than
textbook principles, the design of space, structure and cli-
mate becomes inseparable.” (Inclusive Performance AD)
When building systems blend together and rely upon one 
another to perform mulƟ ple roles, tradiƟ onal views of 
effi  ciency become diffi  cult to implement. Natural, biologi-
cal systems use a certain redundant effi  ciency to allow for 
Team Chimera
fl exibility in use and eff ecƟ ve adaptaƟ on to various roles 
within the system.  Michael Hensel states, “To instrumen-
talise mulƟ ple-performance capacity it is necessary to
understand material elements and systems in a synergeƟ c
and integral manner, in terms of their behavioural charac-
terisƟ cs and with respect to the purpose they serve both
locally and within the behavioural economy of a larger
system.” (Morpho-Ecologies p. 22)
The nature of this type of research places emphasis on 
design experimentaƟ on and research.  In order to under-
stand and design with such complex systems, physical
model building will compose a vital part of my research
agenda looking at local relaƟ onships and connecƟ ons
capable of forming the building blocks of a mulƟ -system 
integrated building. “Morphogenesis driven by analysis 
thus requires creaƟ vity, intelligence and instrumentality
in devising integral analyƟ cal methods.” (Inclusive Per-
formance) In addiƟ on to physical form fi nding, my design 
based research will also focus on the applicaƟ on of and
possibiliƟ es found in digital computaƟ on and scripƟ ng. 
Following the idenƟ fi caƟ on of a principle logic and gen-
eraƟ ve growth system, my research will lead me to the
verƟ cal integraƟ on of this logic through the various scales
and systems of the building.
In proposing this thesis project the exact site and pro-
gram are less relevant than their characterisƟ cs because
of the way this type of building system interacts with 
its context. The primary site condiƟ on is a dense urban
fabric, rich with cultural acƟ vity, life, and history. A site
with varied environmental condiƟ ons and local context
will beƩ er inform the design parameters. The site should
be well integrated into mulƟ ple modes of transportaƟ on, 
as well as in a mixed use neighborhood, providing for site 
access and a variety of inhabitants. Because it is located
in a dense urban fabric, the resulƟ ng program will likely 
be verƟ cally oriented and of high density. The site and
program specifi cs will be conƟ nuously defi ned through-
out the project based on the digital parameters and
spaƟ al characterisƟ cs required in seƫ  ng up the growth
algorithm. Though the building will likely be mixed
use in nature, I want to focus my aƩ enƟ on on housing,
entertainment, and urban life in a seƫ  ng outside of the
Midwest.
Though this proposal focuses on a single building, many 
of the ideas and relaƟ onships derived through it could
form the basis of an aggregate design process. The single 
use of this process of design provides a chance to fully 
explore its potenƟ al and prove the viability of these
design ideas as a means to bridge the gap of what clients 
expect in a building and what current pracƟ ces are able 
to provide.
Morpho Ecologies
Morpho Ecologies
Inclusive Performance
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Terms
Morphogenesis 
“Used iniƟ ally in the realm of biological sciences, the term 
refers to the logic of form generaƟ on and paƩ ern-making
in an organism through processes of growth and diff eren-
Ɵ aƟ on.” (Digital Morphogenesis) Architecturally the term
relates to the growth and physical adaptaƟ on of building 
systems as a response to changing sƟ muli.
Parametricism     
“ Architecture and urbanism
are called upon to organize
and arƟ culate the increased
complexity of a post-fordist 
society.”(Schumacher) One
of the evolving tools used 
by avant-garde architects
is parametric soŌ ware
such as Grasshopper or 
GeneraƟ ve Components.
One may fi nd that in fi rms
employing these programs,
architects are less focused
on designing the physical
form of buildings but work 
extensively to design the code necessary to set up building
relaƟ onships, resulƟ ng in a beƩ er building soluƟ on based
on parametric logic. “It is not that the architect here is any
less imaginaƟ ve; rather the architectural imaginaƟ on has 
been displaced into a diff erent arena - into the imaginaƟ ve
use of various processes.”(Digital Morphogenesis)
Aggregates
In the last few years designers have idenƟ fi ed aggregate
systems as a potenƟ al design strategy for further integrat-
ing architectural designs. Webster’s dicƟ onary defi nes ag-
gregates as “formed by the collecƟ on of units or parƟ cles 
into a body, mass or amount.”(Aggregate) In architectural 
terms this refers to a collecƟ on of similar building units
working together to create a system which is more than
the sum of its parts, similar to the way cells combine to
form the body. 
GeneraƟ ve systems
Digital computaƟ on and explora-
Ɵ on of the complex logic found
in biological and environmental 
systems led to the creaƟ on of 
digital algorithms to mimic these
systems. “ComputaƟ on - a term
derived from the LaƟ n ‘com-
putare’ (to think together) - re-
fers to any system where indi-
vidual components are working 
together”(Digital Morphogenesis) 
It is the relaƟ onships between the
parts and their logic of ‘thinking 
together’ that allows these simple
systems to create complexity 
through the repeƟ Ɵ on of simple 
rules. The fi rst of the two primary methods, L-systems,
mimic the branching nature found in plants and other 
cellular structures. Cellular Automa(CA) refers to a binary 
system of 1’s and 0’s, which mimics the logic of populaƟ on 
paƩ erns. Other algorithms have been generated to raƟ o-
nalize swarm and fl ock behavior. Architects are only begin-
ning to harness the power of these systems to generate 
form and raƟ onalize the interrelaƟ ons of their designs.
Redundant Effi  ciency
“An alternaƟ ve understanding of performance [is] one 
that is based on mulƟ parameter eff ecƟ veness rather than 
single parameter opƟ misaƟ on and effi  ciency.” (Inclusive 
Performance) Michael Weinstock’s research expands on
this dichotomy showing that natural living systems use
“redundancy and diff erenƟ aƟ on” not “opƟ misaƟ on and
standardisaƟ on”(Towards Self-OrganisaƟ onal) as a means 
of material/energy reducƟ on. Redundant effi  ciency is an
extension of this mulƟ -performance capacity. It works
through strategically built in excess capacity to respond to
environmental stresses and perform addiƟ onal roles within
the system. Designing for fl exibility and adaptaƟ on allows 
buildings to maintain their design integrity (and effi  ciency) 
even as their program and users change from the vision of 
the original client.
Branching L-system
Precedents
When researching these topics, some architectural work
can be found that begins to prod the surface of what is 
possible. Many of these morphogeneƟ c strategies have 
been explored by architects, but none of the relevant proj-
ects capture the true potenƟ al of a fully morphogeneƟ c
design. These precedents can be broken into four generic
base systems: volume, structure, surface and material. The 
following are a synopsis of the best examples projects us-
ing these diff erent systems.
Volume 
Habitat 67, a modular structure by Moshe Safdie, looked
to create a soluƟ on for the inhuman, stagnant apartment 
blocks found in larger ciƟ es. “The resulƟ ng ziggurat was 
made up of independent prefabricated boxes with fi Ō een
diff erent plan types.”(Sharpe) Moshe Safdie employed one
simple rule, each unit’s roof would be the garden for an-
other unit, as a generaƟ ve system to create this uniquely 
complex form made from prefabricated volumes.
Team Chimera’s Mangal City uses many of the same prin-
ciples over 40 years later with a digital twist. “The project 
is an ‘urban ecological system’ composed of modular pod 
capsules that shiŌ  to adapt to environmental and contex-
tual condiƟ ons.” (Chino) Based on structure of mangrove 
trees, this project  employed digital algorithms “ to defi ne 
a parametric machine which is able to create a responsive 
ecology.”(Team Chimera)
Structure 
Antonio Gaudi used mechanical computaƟ on to deter-
mine the structural form of his Colonia Guell Crypt. He 
created a 1:10 model set up in a shed near the site using 
a grid of strings and weighted bags. “The logic held that
a cohesive network of arƟ culated nodes and connecƟ ons
with accurately scaled representaƟ ons of loading applied 
to the nodes would pull the resulƟ ng mesh into a self-
determining gravity-respecƟ ng shape.”(Bury) This manual 
form fi nding method gave him control over the process
of design which in turn generated more appealing, logic
based, structural forms.
 The eiff orm structure designed and built at the Acad-
emie van Bouwkunst, Amsterdam used advanced script-
ing logic to determine a structural form that followed set
inputs. “The programme generates new structural forms 
that intelligently respond to given design condiƟ ons, e.g. 
courtyard dimensions and buildable area (avoid the tree!),
Colonia Guell Crypt and Model Morpho Ecologies
Mangal City Team Chimera
Moshe Safdie’s Habitat 67 Sharpe
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required heights for fl ow of people through the structure, 
and maximum strut length, using a combinaƟ on of struc-
tural analysis and opƟ misaƟ on.”(Digital Landscape) The 
process behind this project is quite interesƟ ng because
the soŌ ware generated mulƟ ple soluƟ ons that all fi t the 
required criteria allowing the designers to work within 
the program to create the most desirable form.
Surface
Michael Hensel’s research conƟ nues Frei OƩ o’s work in 
minimal surfaces. Where OƩ o set up physical experi-
ments to recreate and raƟ onalize the complex structural 
nature of minimal surfaces, Hensel works through digital
means to fi nd the morphogeneƟ c potenƟ al of various 
surfaces. His Bylgja membrane, constructed of an array 
of similar surfaces, created “an exceedingly diff erenƟ ated 
canopy.”(Schmieg) This and other experiments search for 
higher levels of complexity using minimal surfaces and 
simple rules as the primary building blocks of a larger 
surface.
TransiƟ onal Morphologies, a studio project from the AA
School’s Diploma Unit 4, focused on creaƟ ng a “smooth 
transiƟ on from space-frame to surface acƟ ve folded
structural system”(Morpho-Ecologies  p196) as a structural
surface system. The resulƟ ng project “cannot only be ma-
nipulated in response to diff erent structural requirements,
but can also be informed by criƟ cal environmental param-
eters as to modulate airfl ow and interact with luminous
fl ow.” (Morpho-Ecologies p197) This invesƟ gaƟ on imple-
mented a parametric relaƟ onship between the various 
input/sƟ muli and the resulƟ ng form of the surface. The 
overall character of the surface was generated through the
diff erenƟ al transiƟ ons in the environmental interacƟ ons
with the surface.
Material
Meta Patch, another project from Diploma Unit 4,  studied 
the relaƟ on between material properƟ es and the physical 
form of the project. The project was built from an array of 
small rectangles aƩ ached to larger pieces (see image)that
together form a self supporƟ ng surface. “As the smaller
elements are incrementally actuated, the larger patch
acquires curvature too. As all the larger patches become
curved, so does the overall surface.” (Morpho-Ecologies
p184) This ‘boƩ om up’ method of design focuses on the
smallest physical connecƟ on and based on its variaƟ on
across the surface, a larger combined force bends and
shapes the global network of pieces.
Meta Patch Moprho-Ecologies
Transitional Morphologies Moprho-Ecologies
Michael Hensel’s Minimal Surfaces  Schmieg
Eifform structure Digital Landscape
Thesis Statement
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“Within contemporary architectural design, a signifi cant shift in emphasis 
can be detected - a move away from an architecture based on purely visual 
concerns towards an architecture justifi ed by its performance.” (Leach) 
In recent years architects have developed and employed parametric design 
strategies to both improve their production and simplify the creation of complex 
forms.  Parametricism refers to the design of the interrelations between pieces and 
the set of rules and variables that defi ne their connections to each other. Though 
these strategies have improved the speed of the design process and the overall 
sustainability of the built environment, they are not being used to their full extent 
in the design process. The  use of computers still provides vast areas of research 
for architects to improve both their design and the production of built form.
I propose taking the use of computers in aiding architectural 
design one step further; information and data should INFORM 
the project, driving the creation of a building FORM enabling 
it to PERFORM at higher levels than traditional design.
As architects continue to improve these tools, owners and developers tend to choose 
an opposing strategy. They often fi nance cheaply built (and designed) projects in an 
eff ort to reduce the up front costs of the building. However, in economics, reducing 
costs is only part of a fi nancial decision. The other half of the equation is increasing the 
revenue generated by the project. Focusing on only half of the equation eliminates 
half of the solutions.  I further propose that the design strategy of inform-form-
perform should be employed by developers seeking to increase the profi tability of 
a project. By investing more time in the design of a building developers would be 
able to fund projects that perform better and sustain signifi cantly higher revenues. 
The Traditional Workfl ow
When considering how architects 
incorporate computers into the design 
process, typically designers work by 
thinking of an idea, and then use the 
computer as a representational tool to 
output that idea to themselves and others. 
They take the output from the computer 
and begin a manual design process on 
that material. This process may happen 
physically through printouts and meetings 
with either the client or members of the 
design team or digitally as the architect 
works through design concepts in the 
computer, repeatedly coming up with 
ideas then adjusting the computer 
model accordingly. Within this traditional 
workfl ow, the computer is relegated to 
the role of a tool, comparable role of a 
pencil, modeling clay or drafting board. 
This ‘representation only’ design strategy 
prevents the computer’s massive capacity 
for making quantitative decisions from 
infl uencing the design process. 
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The Integrated Design Team
What I propose, through this thesis, is an 
integrated approach to the design process 
where the designers make decisions 
side by side with the computer passing 
key design roles back and forth based 
on ability. As Carlos Marcos described it 
“Digital consciousness is a design strategy 
to be found in diff erent degrees among 
[...] architects or designers that rely on the 
computer not only as a tool but as part 
of the team” (Marcos). Designers have 
the advantage of a creative and intuitive 
mind, but they lack the superior numeric 
analysis of multi-core processors. As the 
quantity of information incorporated in 
each building project continues to increase, 
architects will need help sorting, analyzing 
and tracking that information throughout the 
design process. Additional designers working 
as teammates often add to the complexity 
and size of the information stream within 
the design environment. Computers are able 
to make decisions based on quantitative 
comparisons and analyses with greater 
precision in less time than their human 
counterparts. Rather than replace human 
designers, the prosed process allows for a 
discussion between computers and architects 
where one proposes a design solution and the 
other adjusts it, working back and forth until 
both are satisfi ed with the result formally and 
performatively. Assigning pivotal roles to each 
will allow them to maximize their potential as 
a design team and will create a new breed of 
architectural design that is both well informed 
and visually interesting.
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Designer Computer
Integrated Team
Economic Design
Most building owners and developers 
follow the simple business principle of 
working to increase profi t. The issues is 
that many companies focus minimizing 
costs in order to increase profi t. However, 
costs are only half of the fi nancial equation. 
Profi t is equal to revenues minus costs. If 
a company can increase its revenues at a 
rate greater than their costs increase, they 
can  still increase the overall profi t of the 
building project. This gives architects/
designers the increased roll and potentially 
reward for uncovering new ways for good, 
aesthetically pleasing architecture to 
increase the revenues of a building project. 
By focusing in on real estate research, this 
project looks at how balconies and views 
can eff ect residential values, as well as 
how proximity to retail, transportation and 
usable plazas increase the value of new 
retail spaces. Understanding and designing 
these performative spaces will provide 
new design opportunities for architects, 
developers and project owners.
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History of Computers in           
Architecture
Architects have looked to the computer 
to improve their design process since the 
beginning of programmable computers 
in the 1940’s.  The primary research has 
been in Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) 
in order to speed up the drafting process.  
In the 1960’s and early 70’s architects 
experimented with the idea of harnessing 
the generative potential of computers to 
analyze and solve complex equations. The 
focus of the generative research was in 
fl oorplan layout through bubble diagrams 
and space generators. The computer could 
solve complex adjacency matrixes and 
follow set rules. Most of the generative 
research stopped with the advent of 
AutoCAD. 3-D modeling/rendering and 
BIM have since surpassed AutoCAD as the 
primary use of computers in architecture. 
Most of the current design programs and 
research are still focused on the drafting 
and representational side of the computer’s 
potential. Since about 2000 there has 
been a renewed interest in the generative 
potential of computers in architecture 
which is rapidly gaining popularity. As 
computers are now completely accepted 
within the design world as drafting tools 
the research into their use in architecture 
will continue to shift towards their 
generative potential.
1964/5 Whiteman an
first software that wo
1967 Luckman creat
that is able to minim
1940’s Begining of programable computers
1963 Systematic Des
process: Analysis, Sy
196019501940
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1972  Harness system arranges blocks of 
hospital space along a central corridor
1974 West Sussex System produced a chart 
of relations and adjacencies for the architect 
to consider
1970 CLUSTER grouped rooms by similar 
requirements and printed hierarchy tables
1975 Eastman produces a book on spatial 
synthisis in CAD, most programs optimized 
distance traveled.
nd Eldars created the 
ould generate floorplans
tes the software AIDA 
mize construction costs
sign became a 3 step 
ynthesis, and Evaluation
1982 AutoCAD Version 1.0 Released to 
automate the process of drafting
2008 Patrik Schumacher delares parametricism the 
next architectural style
20102000199019801970
1981 Per Galle wrote an algorithm which 
generates all possible rectangular plans on 
modular grids, subject to constraints on  
room areas, wall lengths, adjacencies, etc. 
1978 Julia Ruch creates an interactive 
space layout software that works with the 
architect to create unique solutions
2004 Kristina Shea,  the EifForm project that is able to 
generatively develop its own shape and structure
1990’s Japan Experiments with automated 
robots for construction 
Computer Aided Drafting
Generative Design
1989 AutoCAD Version 9.0 Released
1990’s 3D CAD programs developed for 
modeling and Rendering
2003 Peter Wonka et al published “Instant Architecture.” 
This program created an urban evironment by generat-
ing streetscapes with thousands of unique facades. 
2000’s Generative Components and Grasshopper 
facilitate simple parametric design
2000’s RhinoScript and Melscript introduce genera-
tive scripting potentials into Rhino and Maya
t(0)
t(3)
Digital Evolution
The idea of evolution is that through 
repeated generations of trial and error 
a more successful solution will occur. In 
biology natural selection states that only 
the fi ttest organisms will survive to breed 
and pass their genes along. Within the idea 
of evolution two possibilities exist. Linear 
evolution where mutation is introduced 
at each stage and the object is gradually 
transformed. The second is evolutionary 
optimization where the fi ttest options 
from the fi rst generation are bred together 
to create a second generation which is 
then analyzed. The fi ttest options from 
the 2nd generation are bred together and 
the process continues until the fi tness 
level stops improving. Digital evolution 
follows these same principles of analyzing 
characteristics(parameters) and either 
mutating them or breeding them with 
other successful options. However, as 
Rachel Armstrong states, this evolution 
“would not be a random event like the 
arbitrary, wasteful processes described 
in ‘natural selection’, but a refi ned and 
deliberate relationship that is forced to 
occur by human intervention.” (Armstrong)
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t(6) t(9)
t(0)
t(1)
t(2)
This  Block of components creates a variable 
point. The two sliders allow the X and Y values to 
become any number between a set minimum and 
maximum(-15 and 25). The Z value is fi xed at 0.
This  Block of components creates a point at 
location 0,0,0
Grasshopper/Galapagos
Parametricism is the latest advancement 
in architectural computing. It allow for 
relationships to be established between 
objects, transformations, and data.  
Grasshopper harnesses this power through 
a graphic interface, which is easier for 
architects to work with. Each component 
represents either an object, numeric data or 
a transformation. The lines between these 
components establish the relationships 
between them. This type of modeling is 
similar to raw computer code in many 
regards except everything is computed 
continuously so changes are represented 
immediately in the output. Galapagos is 
one of tools within Grasshopper that runs 
an evolutionary optimization process. 
Galapagos is connected to sliders which 
it can control, thus changing the output 
which is interpreted as a single number 
Galapagos can compare to previous results 
and generations. The power of this tool 
is that it allows Grasshopper to become 
a generative tool, suggesting informed 
solutions to the architect.
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The pink box runs an optimization script called Galapagos. 
What it does is systematically shift the two sliders and 
measure the distance output. The script recognizes which 
number combinations have the largest distance and bases 
future tests on the results.
This  Block of components calculates the distance 
between the fi rst point and the moveable point at any 
given time and displays the distance in the yellow panel.
Grasshopper 101
Above 
Neighbor
Above 
Neighbor
Grasshopper/Galapagos
This early set of diagrams shows a 
simplifi ed building optimization process 
based on a limited number a variables. 
The building is represented by a series of 
fl oorplates from which a total building 
area can be calculated. When the building 
is taller than its neighbors it can expand 
outward into their skyrights. The goal is 
to optimize the profi t of this building by 
negotiating the optimal number of fl oors. 
A value/s.f. is assigned to the fl oor area as 
well as a cost/s.f. however, the cost/s.f. is 
exponential, increasing as the massing gets 
taller. Galapagos expedites the decision 
making process by testing the various 
slider positions and breeding the results 
that have the highest fi tness, in this case 
building profi t, until the best solution is 
found. 
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12 Floors
Height: 180’
20 Floors
Height: 300’
20 Floors
Height: 300’
13 Floors
Height: 169’
18 Floors
Height: 300’
12 Floors
Height: 180’
5 Floors
Height: 75’
20 Floors
Height: 280’
Project Background
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Forbes: Fastest Growing Metros
  
1 Austin, TX 
    
2 Cape Coral-Ft. Myers, FL
    
3 Atlanta, GA 
    
4 Seattle, WA 
    
5 San Francisco, CA 
    
6 Dallas, TX  
    
7 San Jose, CA  
    
8 Houston, TX 
    
9 Orlando, FL 
    
10  Palm Bay-Melbourne FL
Fastest Dying Urban Metros
1 New Orleans
    
2 Cleveland, Ohio
    
3  Buff alo, N.Y.
    
4 Pittsburgh, Pa.
    
5 Dayton, Ohio
    
6 Hialeah, Fla. 
    
7  Toledo, Ohio 
    
8 Rochester, N.Y.
    
9 Birmingham, Ala.
    
10  Jackson, Miss.
Seattle
population 3,400,000 
density 7361/sq mi.
Density Tallest 
Building
Public 
Transport
Local 
Geography
Flight 
Cost
NOTES
VANCOUVER, CAN 13,817 ppl/mi2 2.1 million 62 fl oors 3 skytrain+buses Ocean+Mtns. $600 - Striving for Smart Density
- One of the densest cities in N. America
- Very high cost housing
- One of the busiest ports in Canada
- Highly industrial city
MIAMI, FL 11,581 ppl/mi2 5.4 million 70 fl oors 2 metro+buses Ocean $400 - Highest number of international banks in the U.S.
- Busiest cruise port in the world
- Suburbs encroaching on the everglades
- Downtown is the fastest growing area
- Bike Friendly
- Wants to be business and cultural epicenter of the Americas
- Want to create “great streets”
SEATTLE, WA   7,361 ppl/mi2 3.4 million 76 fl oors 1 lightrail+buses Bay+Mtns. $400 - Wants to be carbon neutral by 2030
- Known for heavy coff ee consumption
- Hotbed for green technologies
- High per capita income
- Very car congested
- Wants to develop central waterfront and reconnect the city
ATLANTA, GA   4,019 ppl/mi2 5.5 million 73 fl oors 4 metro+buses Land $325 - Ranks Low in Parkland per capita
- 3 growing urban clusters
- State capitol
- Held Olympics
AUSTIN, TX   3,126 ppl/mi2 1.7 million 60 fl oors 1 metro+buses River+Land $300 - High tech city
- University of Texas - Austin
- Initiative to have 25,000 people living downtown
- “Live music capitol of the world”
- Seeking to bring in large and growing corporations
Site Selection
Seattle is a growing city with a need for 
residential units in the downtown area. 
The city density supports tall buildings and 
a defi nitive “good view” can be identifi ed 
as the waterfront. Within the city three 
primary site were selected for preliminary 
testing to test and increase the fl exibility 
of the design process. Of these a specifi c 
site was chosen based on its context and 
zoning restrictions.
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Paramount 
Theater
Monorail to Seattle 
Center Gameworks
Act Theater
5th  Avenue 
Theater
Seattle 
Architecture 
Foundation
Seattle 
Symphony
Seattle Art 
MuseumSeattle 
Aquarium
Columbia 
Center
Pikes Place 
Market
Seattle Public 
Library
Harbor Steps
Area: 56,200 s.f.
Perimeter: 1100 l.f.
Zone: DOC 1
Max FAR value: 20
Area: 300,000 s.f.
Perimeter: 3500 l.f.
Zone: DMC  160
Max FAR value: 7
Area: 86,000 s.f.
Perimeter: 1600 l.f.
Zone: DMC  340/290-400
Max FAR value: 7
900-1975
75-2000
000-2025
1914
1974
2011
1985
1990
19812010
2010
2010
1973
2002
1983
1987
1969
19882006
1977
1981
1989
1989
20102009
1976
2009
2010
$52,323
$16,760
$38,064
 $38,064
$35,445
$16,939
$62,854
Avg Age: 39.4
12% college Degrees
1.65 ppl/dwelling
97% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 45.5
30% college Degrees
1.3 ppl/dwelling
52% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 40.9
30% college Degrees
1.3 ppl/dwelling
52% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 53.57
45% college Degrees
1.38 ppl/dwelling
84% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 42.5
35% college Degrees
1 ppl/dwelling
95% of dwellings rentedAvg Age: 41.9
58% college Degrees
1.35 ppl/dwelling
81% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 45.5
90% college Degrees
1.3 ppl/dwelling
73% of dwellings rented
Avg Age: 45.5
30% college Degrees
1.3 ppl/dwelling
52% of dwellings rented
VIEWS TO  WATER
ALASKAN  WAY  VIADUCT   
1900-1975
Residential
Retail
Value Based On:
 - Location
 - Floor
 - Area
 - Windows
 - View
 - Quality
Value Based On:
  - Location     - Functionality      - Area
Value Based On:
 - Proximity     - Visibility      - Area
Green Roof /
Sky Lobby
Sky Lobby
Program Development
As a primarily residential project, much 
of the building program is already 
established. However, being in a downtown 
environment having both offi  ce and retail 
adds to the monetary and contextual value 
of the building. Retail should be located 
within the fi rst three fl oors and/or any large 
public spaces within the building. Offi  ce 
space prefers a more consistent fl oor plan 
layout, but  at the same time allows for 
deeper fl oorplates. It should be located in 
the mid/lower levels gradually transitioning 
to residential.  The sizing and number of 
residential units was based on downtown 
sales data for the previous year. The number 
of single bedroom units sold was more than 
double the number of double bedroom 
units, but the total revenue for the two 
types was almost equal. This project will 
focus on an increased number of two 
bedroom units while trying to achieve a 
mixed balance of unit sizes on each fl oor. 
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Seattle Population
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Price(Thousands) Beds Baths s.f date built address
380 1 1 807 3/5/2010 2008 909 5th av 1505
385 909 5th av 303
362 1 1.5 978 4/30/2010 2008 909 5h av 1702
495 1 1 913 4/30/2010 2008 909 5th av 2200
355 1 1 807 5/13/2010 2008 909 5th av
391 1 1.5 979 5/13/2010 2008 909 5th av
348 1 1 811 5/19/2010 2007 909 5h av
392 1 1 913 6/2/2010 2008 909 th av
679 1 2 1208 9/2/2010 2008 909 5th av
540 1 1.5 1208 2/19/2010 2008 909 5th av
469 1 1.5 820 8/13/2010 1983 1107 1st av
1000 2 2.5 1444 3/26/2010 2006 1000 1st ave
850 1 2 1440 4/16/2010 1983 1009 western ave
282 1 1 734 1/27/2010 1900 606 post ave
7198 2 3 7715 10/6/2010 2008 99 union st
550 2 3 1942 7/29/2010 1985 98 union st
449 2 2 1263 5/21/2010 1985 98 union st
330 2 2 1060 3/12/2010 1970 1120 8th ave
342 1 1 610 6/15/2010 1991 1415 2nd ave
585 2 2 962 6/14/2010 1992 1415 2nd ave
1420 2 2 1723 9/8/2010 2008 1415 2nd ave
344 1 1 685 9/29/2010 1997 2000 alaskan way
360 1 1 922 6/17/2010 1997 1900 alaskan way
940 2 2 1446 5/27/2010 1997 1900 alaskan way
1345 2 2.5 1909 5/5/2010 1996 2000 1st ave
502 1 1 875 8/19/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
340 1 1 599 8/13/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
447 1 1.5 811 8/4/2010 2004 2033 2nd ave
235 0 1 584 5/21/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
316 1 1 606 5/13/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
610 1 1 773 4/15/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
262 0 1 427 3/31/2010 2005 2034 2nd ave
500 1 1 773 3/30/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
250 0 1 654 3/26/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
542 1 1 928 1/15/2010 2005 2033 2nd ave
481 1 1.5 887 12/31/2009 2004 2033 2nd ave
700 2 2 1174 12/8/2009 2005 2033 2nd ave
1 1.5 979 26?Mar 2007
Number of Units
Studio - 4
1 bed - 46
2 Bed - 2
3+ Bed - 4
Total Sales Value
(In Thousands)
Studio - 
$1,000
1 bed - 
$19,600 2 Bed - 
$19,400
3+ Bed - 
$6,0 0
Optimization
Maximization
of benefits
Minimization
of costs
Market Value - Construction Cost
Structural Strength - Material Use
Movement  - Circulation
efficiency            Space  
Independence -Travel Distance
# of Units - Density
Spatial
Arrangements of spaces and 
their densities.
Building Size and Envelope
Interior Density
Circulation
Relation to Public Transportation
Public Space
% Program
Digital Precedence
 Looking at diff erent projects that incorporate the generative potential of the computer into the design 
process, one can break down the role of the computer and classify its use into four main categories.
Michael Hansmeyer  Algorithms in Architecture: Optimization
MVRDV  Sky Village
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Environmental
Arranging the building to 
make the best use of natural 
and energy resources.
Solar Energy
Wind Energy
Energy Use
Water collection and disposal
Future Flexibility
Natural Lighting
Vertical Parks
Design Quality
Ensuring that design is 
innovative and appropriate for 
a given project.
Natural Lighting
Views
Material Texture
Material Opacity
Public Space
Innovation
Scale
 Understanding the relation between the desired output and the digital algorithms becomes key into setting 
up new design goals. Each of these precedent studies was analyzed for its potential to infl uence my project.
Kyu Ho Chun, Kenta Fukunishi, JaeYoung Lee  Neo-Arc
Marc Fornes rh4_060829_GameOfLife_RulesAsFuncƟ on
Process Development
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City/Area
Specifi c Site
600
’
+500’
+110’
+170’
+180’
+430’
+410’
Exis
ting
 Pla
za
Ret
ail
Ret
ail
Bus Stop
Bus Stop
Retail
Retail
Solar Access
Attra
          Point
Zoning: DMC UL
Maximum Height: Unlimited
Max F.A.R. : 14
Pioneer Square/ International District
5050 ppl
8039 jobs
Capitol Hill
16496 ppl
14929 jobs
Central Business District
4,162 ppl
64,909 jobs
Stadium/Duwamish
2,781 ppl
42,769 jobs
Uptown
2,408 ppl
12,691 jobs
Belltown/Waterfront
9,162 ppl
188,03 jobs
Denny Triangle/South Lake Union
7,908 ppl
37,821 jobs
Business District
3,094 ppl
25,407 jobs
First Hill
6,309 ppl
20,371 jobs
Information Input
As projects become increasingly complex 
and owners continue to press for higher 
performance and outcomes, the levels of 
information integrated into the project 
grow rapidly. When working through 
a design process heavily loaded with 
information organizing and navigating 
the data can bog down design decisions. 
Allowing the computer to weigh diff erent 
options and make proper choices based 
on optimal solutions and given parameters 
substantially improves the design work 
fl ow. The informed design process begins 
with gathering data and organizing it as 
various inputs. Good, accurate information 
is vital to this process because each change 
in inputs can produce drastically diff erent 
results. The primary communication 
between the designer and computer in this 
process is a 3d model of the immediate 
site and its conditions. Additionally this 
process uses both functional and aesthetic 
preferences  from the designer and owners 
to make appropriate decisions.
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Program/User Requirements
Aesthetic Preferences
actor  
ts
Information
Retail Formation
The key design strategies for laying the retail base focus on increasing access and proximity to 
potential customers. The Grasshopper script negotiates four confl icting qualities to achieve these 
strategies; proximity to public transportation, access to sunny outdoor space(a premium in Seattle), 
proximity to existing retail, and the distance from existing public plazas. Other more practical design 
requirements in the script are the fl oor area, zoning requirements, and maintaining a compact 
layout with maximum exterior access. The integrated team generates the profi le of the base level 
from the intersection of several squares based on programmatic data. Galapagos iteratively adjusts 
the location of these squares by moving two sliders for each square, trying and maximize the 
benefi ts and proximities of the base level. Each pair of sliders controls the  x and y values for the 
center of that particular square.
Existing Retail
Bus Stop
Base Level
(Retail)
Existing Retail
Metro Stop
Existing Plaza
Solar Access 
at the ground 
level
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600
’
+500’
+60’
+110’
+170’
+180’
+430’
+410’
Exis
ting
 Pla
za
Ret
ail
Ret
ail
Bus Stop
Bus Stop
Retail
Retail
Solar Access
Attractor 
Points
Zoning: DMC UL
Maximum Height: Unlimited
Max F.A.R. : 14
6,500 s.f.
6,500 s.f.
5,000 s.f.
4,000 s.f.
4,000 s.f.
4,000 s.f.
4,000 s.f.
Retail Formation
As each square moves Grasshopper continuously performs multiple calculations and combines them into 
a single weighted fi tness level based on set user preferences. As the squares begin to overlap their area is 
combined into a single profi le providing more information to the computer about the fi tness of the base.
As Galapagos optimizes it starts from a random selection of possibilities and gradually narrows down 
the selection set making smaller and smaller adjustments until a static level of fi tness is achieved. This 
type of optimization can lead to a type of inbreeding where Galapagos fi nds a locally maximized result as 
opposed to the absolute maximum. This gives designers the opportunity to rerun the script and evaluate 
multiple optimized solutions from the same input. By stopping the solver occasionally to adjust a slider 
manually, the designer can seed the system by setting it in a new direction and restarting it from a more 
intuitive base point, which the computer can optimize.
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Retail
Bus
Current 
Floorplate
 Program Center Points
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Generation [4]
Generation [8]
Generation [12]
Generation [20]
Distance to Plazasc Transportation
to Existing Retail
% Sun Remaining
Rectangle on Site
   Total Score: 33
Optimized Base
   Total Score: 43
Distance 
Distance to Public T
Retail Formation
The result of this base level retail generation 
is a fl exible building footprint informed by 
its direct context.  By manually placing a 
rectangular shaped base level on the site 
designers will often only be able to optimize 
its location towards a limited number of 
parameters. In this case by placing the 
building mass slightly farther away from 
existing plazas and public transportation 
the optimization process gains proximity 
to existing retail and creates a large sunny 
plaza. Though many of these design 
concepts could be conceived traditionally, 
this type of digital evolution provides 
statistics for the argument and sets the stage 
for generating the rest of the building form.
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Generic Rectangle Base Retail Optimized Base
 Residential Formation 
Within residential real estate there are many value determining factors beyond location which the architects 
can control. The most directly correlated with value increases are views, balconies and unit sizes. According 
to Mark Wade, a residential analyst, a unit with a good view (i.e. a luscious green park, Ocean view, or a terrifi c 
skyline) can demand twice the sales price as a comparable unit with a bland view (Wade). This study uses the 
coastline along the edge of downtown Seattle, as the primary view. The Seattle skyline wasn’t included as a 
valuable view because the three potential site locations are all too close to see more than the nearest adjacent 
buildings. Using a similar optimization process to control the profi le of the top fl oor, Galapagos adjusts a 
matching set of squares to maximize the potential the length of the perimeter that has a direct line of sight 
to the waterfront, thus ensuring that more units have windows oriented towards good views. Other factors 
infl uencing the upper profi le are the distances between the squares and zoning requirements. 
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Residential Formation
Each time Galapagos runs it becomes an 
opportunity for the designer to work with 
the computer in determining the best 
solutions. For example one might set the 
geometry in a position that logically works 
before letting the solver run to further 
optimize their locations. More specifi cally in 
the optimization of the upper fl oor plate, as 
the solver narrowed in on a given solution it 
often leaves small awkward gaps between 
squares or excludes a square from the 
primary cluster for whatever reason. The 
designer can easily stop the script, slide the 
square into a more intuitive alignment and 
restart the Galapagos process, saving both 
time and processing power. 
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Views  of the water
Blocked Views 
40% of perimeter facing the water
Only 20% unobstructed views
Residential Formation
As the architects and Galapagos arrange 
the various squares. Grasshopper 
continuously provides feedback on fl oor 
area, height, total perimeter length, and 
both blocked and unblocked views. With 
real time statistical feedback along with 
the 2/3d visualizations the design team 
can make both quantitative and qualitative 
decisions based on project information.
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Loft Type
Using these two optimized fl oor plate 
profi les, one for the retail and another for 
the residential,  Grasshopper creates the 
massing of each building by blending the 
two profi les together. Each square from the 
base fl oor plate is lofted with its twin on 
the upper level and then boolean unioned 
together with the other pairs to create a 
single generic form for the building.
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Blend Type
The primary criticism of the loft massing 
type is that only two of the fl oors are truly 
optimal and that the remaining fl oors 
could potentially achieve a higher value. 
Optimizing each fl oor individually becomes 
overwhelming due to restraints in time and 
processing power. Because the results of 
optimizing additional fl oor plates follow 
the law of diminishing returns, using only 
one or two additional optimal fl oor plates 
becomes a viable solution. The Blend Type 
follows a very similar logic to the loft type 
by creating a smooth loft between the 
multiple fl oorplates.
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Multi - Loft Type
This type incorporates two additional 
fl oorpates, each optimized separately, 
besides the base and top levels. Each 
fl oorplate is directly lofted to the one 
above it creating a much more segmented 
appearance. This typology creates a unique 
potential for self shading and rooftop 
balconies due to the drastic shift between 
levels.
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Extrude Type
A fourth typology also exists by extruding 
these four profi les vertically until the meet 
each other. This process results in very 
abrupt shifts in the form of the building at 
each of these levels, which gives a much 
more direct representation of how the 
surrounding context eff ects the massing. 
The benefi t to this type is that only a limited 
number of fl oorplans need to be developed 
the rest can be duplicated.
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A table of computer generated massing options grouped 
and sorted for presentation to the project architect
Version 1
     Total s.f.:  1,100,000
     Cost / s.f.:  $404
     Total Cost:  $444,900,000
     L.f. of Perimeter: 38,500
     L.f. with View:  21,400
    Cost Increase
    35%
    Revenue Increase
    45%
Square FeetFloors $$/ FT
45 0001050 3100
-50%
+50%
+25%
-25%
+75%
533
876,000
Analysis and Selection
The quick speed of this process allows the 
design team to generate dozens or more study 
iterations of optimized building masses. The 
process also generates 3d printed models 
and tables of information to accompany 
each iteration. Through digital processes, the 
computer can sort and present to the designers 
the top versions for further analysis. Designers 
have the choice during the generation and 
formation processes of working directly with 
the computer on each iteration, or allowing the 
computer to independently generate design 
options. Once a suffi  cient range of results has 
been generated the design team can narrow 
down the selection and move forward with 
only the best options to develop and further 
analyze. Each project will require a diff erent 
balance between computer generated ideas 
and manual processes alongside the digital.
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Version 5b
     Total s.f.:  1,120,500
     Cost / s.f.:  $390
     Total Cost:  $437,107,000
     L.f. of Perimeter: 39,800
     L.f. with View:  21,100
    Cost Increase
    33%
    Revenue Increase
    42.3%
Version 9
     Total s.f.:  984,890
     Cost / s.f.:  $533
     Total Cost:  $525,500,000
     L.f. of Perimeter: 47,300
     L.f. with View:  25,000
    Cost Increase
    60%
    Revenue Increase
    77%
1-5
1-6
15b
19b
1-7b
1-6b
1-8b
1-7
1-8
1-9
L.F. With ViewT2 L.F. PerimeterTotal Cost
0 328,500,000 27,600 14,500
25,00047,300
Cantilever Area
Multiple Floorplates
Cost Estimation
Both additional value and cost increases are calculated in order to determine any potential gain in profi t. 
Using grasshopper to perform these evaluations requires additional information from the designer. The 
cost of the building is determined by the overall area multiplied by a base cost/s.f. and a variety of cost 
multipliers to represent the diff erent cost increases such as cantilevered areas, height, and form complexity.
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5 Potential 
Cores
8 Potential 
Cores
Distance
15’6
15’7
13’4
26’3
40’4
Dist.
Dist.
Dist.
Dist.
Dist.
Average 
Distance
Circulation and Core Locations
Optimizing core locations within the massing helps generate both structure and circulation. A minimum of 
two cores are located within the mass. The vertical cores must run continuous from the top to the bottom 
and should attempt to maximize their distance apart, as well as their distances to the exterior facade.
Floorplate Generation
Once a building form has been selected 
for further development the next step is to 
sequentially slice the massing to generate 
the intermediate fl oor plates based on a 
set fl oor to fl oor height. Then the design 
team can work with the computer to build 
the fl oorplates back up into fl oor plans and 
eventually into an architectural design. The 
process starts by creating a double loaded 
corridor in the center of the fl oorplate 
stretching between the primary elevator/
stair core locations.
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Level 50 - Elevation 612
     Area.......................18,700 s.f.
     Perimeter....................739 l.f.
     Total Units..........................14
Floorplate Division
Then the computer draws a series of 
division lines through the fl oor plate 
radiating out from the centralized hallway 
and cores delineating the room separations. 
Galapagos adjusts their locations along 
the hallway sequentially testing the results 
against the user input requirements for 
minimum, maximum and desired room 
sizes along with the length of exterior 
windows. The residential fl oor plate division 
process allows the computer and designers 
to excel as a team. If the designer doesn’t 
like the layout the sliders can be adjusted 
manually to seed Galapagos with a solution 
and the process can repeat until both are 
satisfi ed.
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Exterior Glazing
739 l.f. perimeter
50 l.f. Average/Unit
17 l.f. Minimum
100 % Units with View
Unit Analysis
As the designer and the computer derive 
an appropriate solution Grasshopper 
separates the rooms into categories based 
on their size and how many bedrooms 
their proportions permit to provide 
feedback through charts and a cumulative 
spreadsheet. Data such as view, l.f. of 
exterior windows, area, and number of 
bedrooms helps designers understand the 
value of each fl oorplan option.
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2 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed
1 Bed
1 Bed Suite
1 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bed
Suite
14 Total Units .................... 18,700 s.f.
      0 x Studio Units......................0 s.f.
      3 x 1 Bedroom Units.....2,150s.f.
      9 x 2 Bedroom Units..12,500 s.f.
      2 x Suite Units...............4,050 s.f.
Unit Subdivision
A secondary grasshopper script 
parametrically applies a series of fl exible 
room layout prototypes to the diff erent 
sized units, choosing the appropriate style 
based on the location, size and proportion 
of the room. This process creates a rough 
bubble diagram of room layouts within the 
space that the designers can use to provide 
drawings/data to the owners and later 
develop into fl oor plans.
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Room 5003 .......................... 1,700 s.f.
      2 Bedrooms .......................600 s.f.
      2 Bathrooms.......................150 s.f.
      Living Room.......................400 s.f.
      Kitchen.................................230 s.f.
      Dining Room......................200 s.f.
      Other.....................................120 s.f.
Results/Analysis
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Result Comparison
Through each phase of this design 
process the integrated eff ort between 
the Galapagos solver and the designer 
produced successful results. However, the 
summation of these optimizations begins 
to diff erentiate between the value of the 
results. Each iteration can be compared 
both formally and statistically. The DNA 
of each iteration is also tracked through 
slider positions in order to potentially breed 
successful results at a later time.
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Ft2 of Plaza
32,656
19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????19,312
59%
?????????????????39,000
119%
?????????????????39,356
?????????????????39,356
121%
36,000
110%
43289
133%
34672
106%
Ft2 of Plaza
???????????????? 79,287
???????????????? 86,757
109%
???????????????? 86,757
109%
???????????????? 60,599
76%
???????????????? 60,599
76%
???????????????? 60,599
76%
???????????????? 60,599
76%
???????????????? 63,052
80%
???????????????? 63,052
80%
Ft2 of Plaza
?????????????? 102,290
95,755
94%
???????????????? 95,755
94%
Allowable FAR
???????????????????????? 20
20
100%
???????????????????????? 20
100%
???????????????????????? 20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
????????????????????????20
100%
20
?????????????????????????20
100%
20
100%
20
100%
7
35%
Allowable FAR
???????????????????????????7
???????????????????????????7
100%
?????????????????????????? 7
100%
???????????????????????????7
100%
???????????????????????????7
100%
???????????????????????????7
100%
7
100%
?????????????????????????? 7
100%
???????????????????????????7
100%
Allowable FAR
?????????????????????????14
?????????????????????????14
100%
?????????????????????????14
100%
Actual FAR Value
???????????????????????? 19
17
93%
???????????????????????? 18
94%
???????????????????????? 16
86%
?????????????????????????17
91%
?????????????????????????18
93%
?????????????????????????20
106%
19
102%
?????????????????????????17
88%
?????????????????????????16
83%
?????????????????????????17
90%
20
107%
?????????????????????????30
?????????????????????????20
104%
12.9
68%
15.619995
83%
15.457101
82%
Actual FAR Value
???????????????????????????5
???????????????????????????5
95%
?????????????????????????? 5
95%
???????????????????????????6
116%
???????????????????????????5
104%
5
110%
???????????????????????????5
103%
?????????????????????????? 5
115%
???????????????????????????5
104%
Actual FAR Value
???????????????????????? 15
???????????????????????? 15
102%
???????????????????????? 15
104%
Site Area
?????????????????56,206
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
100%
?????????????????56,206
?????????????????56,206
100%
56206
100%
56206
100%
56206
100%
Site Area
???????????????116,040
?????????????????56,206
48%
???????????????? 56,206
48%
???????????????116,040
100%
?????????????? 116,040
100%
???????????????116,040
100%
???????????????116,040
100%
?????????????? 116,040
100%
???????????????116,040
100%
Site Area
92,450
????????????????92,450
100%
???????????????? 92,450
100%
Perimeter
Length With
View
14,544
24,617
169%
???????????????? 24,282
167%
???????????????? 23,597
162%
???????????????? 23,589
162%
???????????????? 25,038
172%
???????????????? 21,112
145%
???????????????? 21,013
144%
???????????????? 19,456
134%
???????????????? 18,899
130%
???????????????? 20,961
144%
???????????????? 29,342
202%
???????????????? 38,506
???????????????? 21,393
147%
17433
120%
20322
140%
18259
126%
Perimeter
Length With
View
??????????????????? 7,742
???????????????? 10,308
133%
??????????????????? 8,719
113%
?????????????????11,442
148%
??????????????????? 9,493
123%
???????????????? 11,008
142%
??????????????????? 9,234
119%
?????????????????11,485
148%
??????????????????? 9,557
123%
Perimeter
Length With
View
?????????????????21,442
?????????????????31,869
149%
?????????????????31,325
146%
Perimeter
Length
???????????????? 27,630
45,324
164%
???????????????? 46,591
169%
???????????????? 42,699
155%
???????????????? 46,866
170%
???????????????? 47,354
171%
???????????????? 39,807
144%
???????????????? 40,241
146%
???????????????? 35,723
129%
???????????????? 35,975
130%
???????????????? 40,969
148%
???????????????? 48,540
176%
???????????????? 61,786
???????????????? 38,447
139%
31197
113%
40421
146%
34159
124%
Perimeter
Length
?????????????????11,850
?????????????????18,044
152%
?????????????????15,551
131%
?????????????????20,918
177%
?????????????????17,400
147%
?????????????????19,740
167%
?????????????????16,562
140%
???????????????? 20,682
175%
17,016
144%
Perimeter
Length
?????????????????35,340
?????????????????58,538
166%
?????????????????54,935
155%
ft2/Floor
23,550
21,838
93%
???????????????? 22,194
94%
???????????????? 20,352
86%
???????????????? 21,409
91%
???????????????? 21,886
93%
???????????????? 24,900
106%
???????????????? 23,908
102%
???????????????? 20,726
88%
???????????????? 19,517
83%
???????????????? 21,256
90%
???????????????? 19,972
85%
???????????????? 22,985
???????????????? 15,086
64%
16082
68%
19509.77778
83%
19306.22222
82%
ft2/Floor
?????????????????36,750
?????????????????34,530
94%
?????????????????32,746
89%
?????????????????42,642
116%
?????????????????38,133
104%
?????????????????40,392
110%
?????????????????37,733
103%
?????????????????42,178
115%
?????????????????38,369
104%
ft2/Floor
?????????????????24,025
?????????????????24,603
102%
?????????????????24,987
104%
Number of Floors
45
?????????????????????????45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
???????????????????????? 45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
???????????????????????? 45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
?????????????????????????45
100%
73
162%
???????????????????????? 73
???????????????????????? 73
162%
45
100%
45
100%
45
100%
Number of Floors
???????????????????????? 15
???????????????????????? 15
100%
?????????????????????????15
100%
???????????????????????? 15
100%
?????????????????????????15
100%
15
100%
???????????????????????? 15
100%
?????????????????????????15
100%
???????????????????????? 15
100%
Number of Floors
???????????????????????? 57
???????????????????????? 57
100%
?????????????????????????57
100%
Total ft2
9,700
2,720
93%
8,750
94%
5,830
86%
3,420
91%
4,890
93%
0,500
106%
5,800
102%
2,690
88%
8,280
83%
6,540
90%
8,400
107%
7,900
1,300
104%
23680
68%
77940
83%
68780
82%
2
1,250
7,950
94%
1,190
89%
9,630
116%
1,990
104%
5,880
110%
6,000
103%
2,670
115%
5,540
104%
2
9,400
2,400
102%
??????????? 1,424,300
104%
Cost/ft2Total CostNote
smooth
Version
Number
1a
Site Number
1
Date Created
29?Nov
????????????1,05
???????????????98
?????????????? 99
?????????????? 91
?????????????? 96
?????????????? 98
??????????? 1,12
????????????1,07
???????????????93
87
?????????????? 95
??????????? 1,13
????????????1,67
????????????1,10
7
8
8
Total ft
? ????????? 55
?????????????? 51
?????????????? 49
?????????????? 63
?????????????? 57
?????????????? 60
?????????????? 56
?????????????? 63
?????????????? 57
Total ft
1,36
????????????1,40
310
436
141%
462.44
149%
?????????????????????? 430
139%
410.99
133%
533.54
172%
390
126%
?????????????????????? 439
142%
?????????????????????? 416
134%
437.03
141%
448.35
145%
483
156%
404
130%
398
128%
321.8
104%
393
127%
Cost/ft2
234.99
?????????????????????? 312
133%
?????????????????????? 321
137%
315.27
134%
374.34
159%
314.7
134%
316.99
135%
342
146%
366
156%
Cost/ft2
???????????328,507,000
???????????428,465,920
130%
???????????461,861,950
141%
???????????394,200,707
120%
???????????395,955,986
121%
?????????? 525,478,211
160%
???????????437,107,050
133%
???????????472,276,200
144%
???????????388,316,155
118%
383,834,708
117%
???????????428,864,709
131%
???????????549,847,200
167%
?????????? 444,925,200
135%
288,024,640
88%
282,521,092
86%
341,430,540
104%
Total Cost
??????129,538,237.50
??????161,439,835.50
125%
??????157,799,699.40
122%
??????201,656,150.10
156%
??????214,118,736.60
165%
??????190,670,436.00
147%
??????179,416,340.00
139%
??????216,373,140.00
167%
??????210,647,640.00
163%
Total Cost
??
??
??
extruded box
Double Sized Retail ?
Chunk
% of traditional
tower
Double Sized Retail??
Chunk
% of traditional
tower
Double Sized Retail ?
Chunk
% of traditional
tower
2x Retail???Chunk
% of traditional
tower
2x Retail?? chunk
% of traditional
tower
Double Sized Retail??
Smooth
% of traditional
tower
Double Sized Retail ?
Smooth
% of traditional
tower
Double Sized Retail ?
Smooth
% of traditional
tower
2x Retail???Smooth
% of traditional
tower
2x Retail?? smooth
% of traditional
tower
old model
% of traditional
tower
smooth
smooth
% of traditional
tower
smooth
smooth
smooth
Note
extruded box
chunk
smooth
chunk
smooth
chunk
smooth
chunk
smooth
Note
extruded box
chunk
0
5
6
????????????????????????7
8
9
5b
6b
7b
8b
9b
0
10a
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Version
Number
0
????????????????????????1
1a
2
2b
3
3a
4
4a
Version
Number
0
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Site Number
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Site Number
1
1
28?Nov
11/23/2010
11/24/2010
11/24/2010
24?Nov
24?Nov
11/23/2010
11/24/2010
11/24/2010
24?Nov
24?Nov
29?Nov
30?Nov
old
old
old
old
Date Created
29?Nov
?????????????????40,511
11/29/2010
29?Nov
29?Nov
29?Nov
29?Nov
29?Nov
29?Nov
Date Created
29?Nov
29?Nov
Box Split?Y Split?Y/Box
Base?floorplate?area 27,500 31,000????? 113%
Avg.?distance?from?floorplate?to?nearest?retail 233 144 62%
???Closest?distance?to?existing?retail 169 92 54%
Avg.?distance?from?floorplate?to?nearest?transportation 118 145 123%
???Closest?distance?to?transportation 72 110 153%
Avg.?distance?from?floorplate?to?nearest?plaza 198 225 114%
???Closest?distance?to?nearest?plaza 132 180 136%
%?sun?persevered 26 82 315%
Perimeter?of?top?floor?with?view 250 440 176%
Perimeter?of?top?floor? 646 1180 183%
%?of?top?floor?with?view 39% 37%
Area?of?top?floor 27,500?????????? 33,000 120%
Area/length?with?view 110:1 75:1
Building?Stats
Total?Cost 394921875 388388000 98%
Cost/ft2 312.5 364 116%
Total?ft2 1263750 1067000 84%
Number?of?Floors 46 46
ft2/Floor 27473 23196 84%
Perimeter?Length 31000 38700 125%
Perimeter?Length?With?View 9900 13350 135%
Site Area 56205 56205?
Actual?FAR?Value 22 19
Allowable?FAR
Ft2?of?Plaza 28,705 25,205 88%
Total?cantilevered?area 0 31,000
Building?Height 564 564
#?of?faces 184 947
Avg.?length?per?face 168 41
Orientation?at?base 0?degrees 0?degrees
Orientation?at?roof 0?degrees 52?degrees
Increase?in?value 156%
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View?Depth
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.1
7.2
7.4
7.5
7.7
7.8
8.0
8.2
8.3
8.5
8.7
8.9
9.1
9.4
9.6
9.9
10.1
10.4
10.7
11.0
11.4
11.7
12.1
12.5
%?with?View
100%
94%
94%
100%
100%
100%
93%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
93%
100%
100%
93%
100%
100%
92%
92%
92%
100%
100%
100%
73%
67%
80%
64%
Suites
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
2?Bed
10
9
10
8
9
7
8
7
7
8
8
7
8
6
8
9
11
11
7
7
5
8
8
9
8
9
5
7
1?Bed
1
4
3
3
2
4
5
6
7
4
4
3
3
7
2
3
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
Studios
0
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
#?of?Units
12
16
16
15
15
14
15
15
15
14
14
13
14
14
13
14
13
13
13
13
12
11
11
12
11
12
10
11
Perimeter
593.1
668.9
659.9
650.9
642.0
633.1
624.2
615.5
606.7
598.1
589.5
561.5
524.6
518.5
512.7
482.9
478.7
474.6
470.7
466.8
463.1
459.5
456.0
452.7
449.4
372.9
369.9
253.3
Total?s.f.
27724.00
27290.00
26855.00
26418.00
25981.00
25544.00
25106.00
24668.00
24230.00
23793.00
23356.00
22919.00
22471.00
22067.00
21675.00
21289.00
20909.00
20534.00
20166.00
19804.00
19448.00
19113.00
18785.00
18484.00
18242.00
18006.00
17777.00
17556.00
Floor
57
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
Massing Analysis
Spreadsheets and output data are able to 
track a variety of aspects about the building 
through the design process. The data 
can be passed along at various stages in 
order to provide program verifi cation, cost 
estimation and real estate estimates.
1.  87
December 1st
May 1st
Solar Analysis
Solar studies performed within Grasshopper using a script from Atelier nGai help to defi ne the external 
material system. Louvers only appear on the South facing portions of the building with high solar gain. 
Due to the design strategy of maximizing solar access on the ground level and increasing the total area for 
living units on the upper fl oors, the massing is largely self shading during the hottest months of the year. 
During the cool months direct southern sun helps to warm the large south facade.
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116%
100%
156%
100%
40% Increase 
in Profit
Increase 
in Cost
Increase 
in Value
Cost/Benefi t Analysis
This thesis project tested an informed 
design process on three diff erent sites 
within downtown Seattle each of diff erent 
shapes, sizes and zoning restrictions. 
Two of the three sites generated ¬mostly 
successful results, meaning the increase in 
value surpasses the increase in costs. The 
site that failed to produce successful results 
had a lower maximum building height, 
and thus didn’t allow the form to grow tall 
enough to capture views of the waterfront. 
In the other two sites all of the massing 
types showed positive results, though a 
clear distinction existed between them 
strongly favoring the Loft and Extruded 
Types. From the multiple successful 
output options, I chose to develop a loft 
type massing  on the 2nd site for both its 
statistical qualities along with its formal 
appearance.
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130%             140%            150%             160%             170%            180%             19
Increase in Views (Value)
Optimization Cost vs. Benefit
s
Chillers and 
Boilers
VAV Air Handler /
Water Pump Station
Cooling Towers
Formal Appearance
The loft typology elegantly shows the 
design process within the building mass. 
Each individual loft between squares 
merges with the others to create a unifi ed 
building mass.
Plumbing/Mechanical
Many of the traditional concepts for 
plumbing, heating and cooling in tall 
buildings work within this type as well: 
staged water pumps, localized VAV air 
handlers, and rooftop cooling towers.
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2 Express Serving 33-50
2 Local Serving Floors 1-14
2 Express Serving Floors 33-50
1 Express Serving Levels 50-57
2 Local Serving Floors 33-50
Balconies
Shared and individual balconies are formed 
in the folds of the building fl oor plates to 
provide an exterior escape and green space 
for residents.
Circulation
Two central cores provide the primary 
circulation within the building. Express 
elevators stop at two sky lobbies which 
separate program, create public retail space 
and facilitate rapid vertical movement.
Structural Analysis
The primary structural concept is a bundled 
tube design. Each individual loft becomes 
a tube with load bearing support in the 
corners and cross bracing to provide 
rigidity. At each of the sky lobbies a 
condition exists for a two story truss acting 
as a large belt holding the tubes in place. 
The belts also act as a means to transfer 
vertical loads from one support to another.
1.  95
Balcony Formation
The balcony conditions in the creases of the 
mass are based on sheltering the residents 
from the wind. As the wind wraps around 
the form of the building eddies are formed 
as pockets of slow moving wind in the 
creases of the form.  Placing the balconies 
in these areas of slower wind speed makes 
them a much more usable space.
1.  97
Floorplate Typologies
This study also led to the discovery of new 
typologies or groups of building shapes 
that maximize views of the waterfront. 
This type of fi nding within the generative 
process allows designers to see diff erent 
possibilities outside of their preconceived 
notions. Within this case three distinct types 
became evident; a wedge shape with the 
slightly larger end facing the view, the ‘W’ 
shape and a diagonal type. Designers can 
now use statistical evidence to justify the 
formal attributes of these typologies.
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30%
10%
50%
100%
Diagonal Type
20%
10%
50%
95%
‘W’ Type
30%
40%
95%
Wedge Type
View Of Horizon
View Of Coastline
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Eye Height 5’- 0
17th Floor
23rd Floor
35th Floor
70th Floor
View of the Coast Line
View Depth
As information becomes more manageable 
through the informed design process new 
design considerations become important 
for architects to understand. One additional 
design consideration that becomes possible 
through digital design is the location of 
optimal views within each unit. If a value 
is placed on seeing a particular point, 
computers can geometrically determine 
how far back in each unit that point can be 
seen based on eye height, blocked views 
and the height of the fl oor.
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0’- 0              5’- 0             10’- 0          15’- 0          20’- 0
Total Rooms
     516
Total Perimeter
     40,000 L.F.
Rooms with Good Views
     413   -   80% 
Perimeter With  View
      21,000 L.F.  -  53%
1.  105
 
Room 5012 .......................... 1,675 s.f.
Perimeter Windows..................90 l.f.
      2 Bedrooms .......................475 s.f.
      2 Bathrooms.......................120 s.f.
      Living Room.......................600 s.f.
      Kitchen/Dining..................250 s.f.
    
1.  107
Room 2311 .......................... ...620 s.f.
Perimeter Windows..................30 l.f.
      1 Bedrooms .......................175 s.f.
      1 Bathrooms.......................175 s.f.
      Living Room........................175 s.f.
      Kitchen/Dining..................135 s.f.
    
1.  109
Room 5309 .......................... 2,220 s.f.
Perimeter Windows..................90 l.f.
      3 Bedrooms .......................900 s.f.
      2 Bathrooms.......................120 s.f.
      Living Room.......................600 s.f.
      Kitchen/Dining..................400 s.f.
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1.  113

1.  115

1.  117
Box?Comparison A B C D E F G
Total?Cost 328,507,000???????? 428,465,920?? 461,861,950?? 437,107,050 472,276,200 428,864,709 525,478,211 383,834,708
??Total?Cost?%?increase?from?Box 130% 141% 133% 144% 131% 160% 117%
Cost/ft2 310 436 462.44 390 439???????????????? 448.35 533.54 437.03
??Cost/ft2?%?increase?from?Box 141% 149% 126% 142% 145% 172% 141%
Total?ft2 1,059,700???????????? 982,720?????????? 998,750?????????? 1,120,500????? 1,075,800????? 956,540???????? 984,890???????? 878,280????????
ft2/Floor 23,550?????????????????? 21,838???????????? 22,194???????????? 24,900?????????? 23,908?????????? 21,256?????????? 21,886?????????? 19,517??????????
Perimeter?Length 27,630?????????????????? 45,324???????????? 46,591???????????? 39,807?????????? 40,241?????????? 40,969?????????? 47,354?????????? 35,975??????????
Perimeter?Length?With?View 14,544?????????????????? 24,617???????????? 24,282???????????? 21,112?????????? 21,013?????????? 20,961?????????? 25,038?????????? 18,899??????????
potential % increase in value 180% 177% 142% 141% 158% 177% 152%? ? ? ? ?
Box?Comparison
Total?Cost 328,507,000????????
??Total?Cost?%?increase?from?Box
Cost/ft2 310
??Cost/ft2?%?increase?from?Box
Total?ft2 1,059,700????????????
ft2/Floor 23,550??????????????????
Perimeter?Length 27,630??????????????????
Perimeter?Length?With?View 14,544??????????????????
potential % increase in value? ? ? ? ?
I J K L M N Average
394,200,707?? 388,316,155 341,430,540 282,521,092 288,024,640 549,847,200 412,727,505
% 120% 118% 104% 86% 88% 167% 126%
430????????????????? 416???????????????? 393 321.8 398 483 429????????????????
% 139% 134% 127% 104% 128% 156% 138%
915,830????????? 932,690???????? 868780 877940 723680 1,138,400????? 958,444????????
20,352??????????? 20,726?????????? 19306.22222 19509.77778 16082 19,972?????????? 20,918??????????
42,699??????????? 35,723?????????? 34159 40421 31197 48,540?????????? 41,133??????????
23,597??????????? 19,456?????????? 18259 20322 17433 29,342?????????? 21,994??????????
% 184% 150% 149% 163% 158% 187% 164%
Project Data
Though the statistics may reveal one solution to be signifi cantly better than the rest according the 
weighted performance criteria, architects should still use caution and approach the massings and data 
with a critical eye. The quality of information obtained from the simulation is directly related to the quality 
of the information put into it and the code used to interpret that information. When comparing statistical 
data determining and average and base point and looking for outliers will help to prevent mistaken 
assumptions.
1.  119

1.  121
Physical Models
1.  123
Physical Models
1.  125
Physical Models
1.  127
December 
Boards
1.  129
Final Boards 
 
1.  131
2010200019901980
Computer Aided Drafting
Generative Design
Critique/Continued Learning
Role of Architect as Curator
The primary discussion following my fi nal presentation was on the role of the architect within 
the design process. Some critiques argued that this type of process encourages architects to act 
as curators, picking and choosing from computer generated forms rather than acting in a more 
creative role. The counter argument is that this process allows architects to intuitively design 
alongside the computer with control over both the fi nal outcome, as well as the scripted digital 
processes used to get there. What is essentially being called into question through this critique is 
the understanding of who will play what roles during the design process. Just as in a traditional 
design team, the balance between who contributes how and when needs to be decided on 
a project by project basis. The workload may shift between multiple designers and multiple 
computers through the course of a single project.
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Design for Design Sake
Another discussion centered around the idea of design in architecture. My argument throughout 
the presentation and discussion was that the informed design process allowed architects to justify 
their design choices through statistical evidence and that architects should, as good stewards 
of the built environment, provide building design that performs (environmentally, functionally, 
or visually) based on the clients needs. The counter argument from those who take a more 
phenomenological or object based approach to design is that not every decision needs to be 
justifi ed. Architects as designers should be able to make a decision because they feel its right and 
it improves the project design in their trained eye. This conversation centered around the direction 
of architectural design as much as my particular thesis. I hope that my project does not provide a 
clear cut solution to this question and that architects continue to  design under both premises to 
provide visual and conceptual variety to our cities.
Areas for further Research
As with most idea based thesis projects cut short by time restrictions, this project leaves many 
areas unexplored or under explored. The areas I see for continued research, as infl uenced by my 
reviews, are:
- In the fl oorplate division and subdivision process. This model works on a single typology of a
   residential double loaded corridor. The subdivision process uses only a handful of fl exible 
   prescribed confi gurations as opposed to true generative layout design. 
- The addition of more environmental/sustainable variables within the design parameters. One 
   could conceive this entire project reconfi gured to optimize based on LEED design or other 
   sustainable metrics.
- The multi site/multi program fl exibility explored in the fi rst semester was dropped due to time 
   restraints and design focus. Given the opportunity I would like to develop this system to become 
   increasingly applicable across a multitude of design projects.
- Finally, improving the fl exibility of optimization goals and their integration into the Galapagos 
   solver would greatly improve the functionality of this design process. As Galapagos is a relatively 
   new tool in the Grasshopper workset, its functionality has not been as fully explored in the design 
   process. Giving designers more access to successful precedents will spawn continued creativity.
Final Thoughts
This project has been an amazing endeavor into the potential of digital design. In the coming 
years I hope to continue this pursuit through new projects and new understandings of information 
and form generation. I am grateful for all of the resources available to me in this design exercise. 
I encourage others to continue this line of research as I believe it will unlock new potentials in 
building design. 
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